Metadata cache created.

root@photon-machine [ ~ ]# tdnf repolist
Refreshing metadata for: 'VMware Photon Linux 3.0(x86_64)'
Error: 404 when downloading https://dl.bintray.com/vmware/photon_release_3.0_x86_64/repo.xml
Please check repo url.
Error: Failed to synchronize cache for repo 'VMware Photon Linux 3.0(x86_64)' from 'https://dl.bintray.com/vmware/photon_release_3.0_x86_64'
Disabling Repo: 'VMware Photon Linux 3.0(x86_64)'
Refreshing metadata for: 'VMware Photon Extras 3.0(x86_64)'
Error: 404 when downloading https://dl.bintray.com/vmware/photon_extras_3.0_x86_64/repo.xml
Please check repo url.
Error: Failed to synchronize cache for repo 'VMware Photon Extras 3.0(x86_64)' from 'https://dl.bintray.com/vmware/photon_extras_3.0_x86_64'
Disabling Repo: 'VMware Photon Extras 3.0(x86_64)'
Refreshing metadata for: 'VMware Photon Linux 3.0(x86_64) Updates'
Error: 404 when downloading https://dl.bintray.com/vmware/photon_updates_3.0_x86_64/repo.xml
Please check repo url.
Error: Failed to synchronize cache for repo 'VMware Photon Linux 3.0(x86_64) Updates' from 'https://dl.bintray.com/vmware/photon_updates_3.0_x86_64'
Disabling Repo: 'VMware Photon Linux 3.0(x86_64) Updates'

root@photon-machine [ ~ ]#